
Data | Analytics | AI
Cash flow insights 

 



      G Suite & Chrome       App Dev       Data | Analytics | AI

Digital Workplace Business Transformation Actionable Data Insights

80,000+ Exams last year for 
Chrome, Edu, G Suite.
New Associate Cloud 
Engineer and Professional 
Cloud Architect Certification 

14,000 technician rollout of 
GCP cloud enabled mobile 
apps

Global rollout and GCP 
cross-sell

Transfer and reinvigorate 
relationship

Global G Suite rollouts

Consolidation of 
loyalty  card, 
sales  and  customer  data 
reporting

Enterprise Data Warehouse 
Re-Platform from AWS  to 
Google BigQuery

Ancoris
Premier Google Partner

Modern data warehouse 
platform on BigQuery.

Mobile app for technicians to 
transport data a back end Lab 
Information System
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Ancoris Data Values

“We understand data is challenging. We help our clients 
regain control of their data; promoting innovation, 
simplification and high-value, actionable insights.”

Data | Analytics | AI
Our mission statement
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      Data Management       AI & Machine Learning

Ancoris Managed Services

Centralise Learn & Predict

Developing a cloud data strategy

Helping with POCs & vendor selection

Data migration from legacy platforms

Streaming key organisational data into 
a centralised data platform

Data governance & security

Predictive analytics driven by 
leading-edge machine learning 

Model selection, tuning & feature 
engineering

Leveraging the latest Google 
technologies including BigQueryML, 
AutoML & Tensorflow

      Engaging Analytics

Visualise

Clear, interactive visualisations that 
serve high-value, actionable insights

Embedded analytics in mobile a 
desktop applications

Integrating data catalogue and 
self-serve capability 

Real-time notifications & alerting to 
reduce time-to-action

Experts in modern data warehousing



State of the CFO Role
Survey of 166 CFOs by Netsuite in 2019



State of the CFO Role 
The immediate challenge for CFOs



Ancoris CFOLab 
AI data analytics platform | Revolutionise cash flow management

Aimed at CFOs across all industries & regions

Easy to use (simple scenario input via Google sheets)

Leverages leading edge Machine Learning & AI



CFOLab
Revolutionise Cash Flow Forecasting



Finance teams leverage CFOLab to model 
complex cash flow forecasts & predict future 
payment compliance

Stream key financial data into a centralised, 
secure, data platform 

Deliver trusted insights & predictive analytics to 
enable data-driven decisions  

Deploy leading-edge AI & machine learning 

Google Cloud 
Platform

Insight
Action
Value

Invoices (1 year+)

Model complex
“what-if” scenarios

AI driven 
cash flow forecasts 

Improve near-term
cash flow

Payments & credit notes

Bank transactions

CFO inputs
- Revised payment terms
- Revised payment amounts
- New payments 
- Payment plans
- Payroll 
- Furlough 
- VAT deferral
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BigQuery: A modern data warehouse

Performance 
tuning

Monitoring

Reliability
Deployment & 
configuration

Utilization 
improvements

Analysis 
and insights

Resource 
provisioning

Handling 
growing scale

BigQuery data warehouseTraditional data warehouse

Analysis 
Insights
Action

Serverless | easy to use | ultra-fast (petabyte-scale)

Google BigQuery
Fast | economical | secure



Why we love Looker
:)

Enjoyable to use 
Very intuitive UI. Team friendly with full GitHub 
integration. 

Highly scalable
Exceptional performance - no in memory merge 
(complete SQL statement executed in BigQuery)

Single version of the truth
LookML semantic layer - define key KPIs once and share 
across dashboards and applications.



BigQuery

iSaaS e.g. Xero

On-prem data stores

iOT devices (streaming)

Spreadsheets

External APIs e.g. Sage

Source data

dbt

TransformExtract | Load Learn | Predict

1. Model selection 2. Train 3. Deploy

Visualise | Action | Value

4. Predict

BigQuery
ML

Cloud
AutoML

Cloud
Datalab

Unstructured 

Cloud
Composer

Fivetran

Cloud
Dataflow

Data
Studio

5. Tune

Our Data Architecture
A modern data warehouse platform



CFOLab
Cash Flow Forecast



Payroll adjustments
Scenario 1:  Furlough staff

Furlough staff

Reduce pay (either via % or absolute)

Defer bonus & commission payments



CFOLab forecasting
Creating a “furlough” scenario 



CFOLab forecasting
Payroll amendments



CFOLab
Furlough staff



Supplier and customer adjustments
Scenario 2: Extend supplier payment terms

Aimed at CFOs across all industries & regions

Easy to use (simple scenario input via Google sheets)

Leverages leading edge Machine Learning & AI

Adjust payment terms and amounts at supplier and 
customer level

Model future payments by entering new payment 
schedules e.g.  1 Jan - 1 Mar £10k out every 2 weeks

Enter payment plans e.g. £2k per month

Keep track of deferrals



CFOLab forecasting
Amend supplier payments terms



CFOLab forecasting
Amend supplier payments terms



CFOLab
Extend supplier payment terms



Additional revenue & expenditure
Modelling new business revenue

Aimed at CFOs across all industries & regions

Easy to use (simple scenario input via Google sheets)

Leverages leading edge Machine Learning & AI

CFOLab makes it easy to model both one off and 
recurring income and expenditure

Combine into existing forecasts 



CFOLab forecasting
Capture anticipated future payments



CFOLab
New revenue stream



CFOLab
Platform demo 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1l4-zJaCAGdfoagK8wexPSzQJZmbgJWCY/preview


Questions please :)


